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1. When the Eternal your God has cut down the nations whose land the Eternal your God is 
assigning to you, and you have dispossessed them and settled in their towns and homes,  2. you 
shall set aside three cities in the land that the Eternal your God is giving you to possess.  3. You 
shall survey the distances, and divide into three parts the territory of the country that the Eternal 
your God has allotted to you, so that any [male] killer may have a place to flee to.—  4. Now this is
the case of the killer who may flee there and live: one who has slain another unwittingly, without 
having been an enemy in the past.  5. For instance, a man goes with another fellow into a grove to 
cut wood; as his hand swings the ax to cut down a tree, the ax-head flies off the handle and strikes 
the other so that he dies. That man shall flee to one of these cities and live.—  6. Otherwise, when 
the distance is great, the blood-avenger, pursuing the killer in hot anger, may overtake him and 
strike him down; yet he did not incur the death penalty, since he had never been the other’s 
enemy.  7. That is why I command you: set aside three cities.  8. And when the Eternal your God 
enlarges your territory, as was sworn to your fathers, and gives you all the land that was promised 
to be given to your fathers—  9. if you faithfully observe all this instruction that I enjoin upon you 
this day, to love the Eternal your God and to walk in God’s ways at all times—then you shall add 
three more towns to those three.  10. Thus blood of the innocent will not be shed, bringing 
bloodguilt upon you in the land that the Eternal you God is allotting to you.
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12. I, I am the One who comforts you: what is wrong with you, that you are afraid of mortals, of 
human beings who become like grass,  13. that you forget the Eternal your Maker, who spread out 
the heavens and established the earth? All day long you are in terror of the fury of oppressor intent
on your destruction. Yet where is the oppressor’s fury?  14. Neither death nor the grave for you who
bend low: you shall be free and lack nothing.  15. For I am the Eternal your God; I stir up the sea 
and make its waves roar, God heaven’s hosts by name.  16. I have put My words in your mouth and 
sheltered you with My hand; I spread out the heavens and established the earth, I say to Zion, 
“You are My people.”


